HISTORY OF BACTERIOLOGY
(1676 - Bacteria were properly identified as microorganisms)
Hippocrates - (c. 460-377 BC)
- 1St physician to separate medicine from superstition
- said that diseases were not a punishment by the "gods" but
rather a result in lifestyle, diet and environmental factors
Marcus Terentius Varro (Roman 116 BC-2713C)
- suggested that disease maybe caused by miniscule animals
that floated in the air
- he believed that marshy places should be avoided because
they might contain insects too small to be seen by the eye
could enter the mouth and nostrils and cause disease
- forerunner in Microbiology & Epidemiology
- Microbiology - the study of microorganisms and their
effects on other living organisms
- Epidemiology - the study of the causes, distribution and
control of disease in populations
Jacobo Forli & Alexandro Benedetti - (Italian c. 14/15th century)
- said it is not possible to get sick by just breathing in air BUT said that particles that floated in air may cause disease
if breathed in
(Germ Theory starts to develop in 15th century - Koch, Lister,
Pasteur)
Francisco Redi -1668
- proved that "lower life forms" could not arise spontaneously
from nonliving matter
ie: flies do not spontaneously arise from manure
maggots do not spontaneously arise from decaying corpse

Anton van Leeuwenhoek ( Dutch 1632 - 1723)
"Father of Microbiology" and considered to be the first
microbiologist
made first microscope - single lens and aviewed
"animalcules" (1676 - later to be called bacteria 162 years
later)

Christian Gottfried Ehrenberg ( Germany 1795-1876)
1883 - introduced the term "bacterium"
systematic naming of microorganisms
1830 began concentrating his studies on microscopic
organisms, which up to this time had not been
systematically studied
- described 1000's of new species including flagellates
(Euglena), ciliates (Paramecium), especially interested in
the Protists: diatoms and dinoflagellates
Edward jenner ( English 1749-1823)
- inoculated people with Cowpx- noticed milkmaids did not
contract Smallpox- inoculated patients with the fluid from
Cowpox (auf Deutsch: Pocken,
- (FYI: Chickenpox- Windpocken, Measles- Masern)
Louis Pasteur ( French 1822-1895)
vaccine for rabies
1859 - fermentation process is caused by the growth of
micro-organisms, not spontaneous regeneration
proved fermentation and decay were caused by
microorganisms present in air and could be killed by heating
Pasteurization - used for wine and milk

John Snow
-1854
- English physician - beginning of modern epidemiology determined the source of cholera came from contaminated
water pumps in London
Joseph Lister - 1860's (English)
-revolutionized surgical practices by using carbolic acid to
prevent entry of bacteria into surgical wounds
- Antiseptics"

Robert Koch ( German 1843-1910)
- Nobel Prize for Germ Theory in 1905 - first to link a specific
disease with a specific bacterium
- Studied Anthrax, identified "germ" that causes blood
poisoning and septicemia
- Methyl violet dye to identify septicemia germ
Devised a method of proving which germ caused an
infection
"laid to rest bad air causes disease"
also worked on TB (tuberculosis) and Cholera

GERM THEORY:
(in medicine) - the theory that certain diseases are caused by the
invasion of the body by microorganisms
KOCH'S POSTULATES:
1.) A microbe is present in each case of a disease
2.) The microbe can be taken from the infected host and grown
independently
3.) The disease an be produced by introducing a pure culture of
the microbe into a healthy host
4.) The microbe can be isolated and identified from the host
infected in step 3
Paul Ehrlich ( German 1854 - 19 15)
- inspired by Koch's work
became a world authority in immunology
invented the term chemotherapy
- developed the first antibiotic - Salvarsan- to cure syphilis
- Nobel Prize in 1908 for Immunology
Pioneered the use of stains to detect bacteria
Hans Christian Gram (1884)
- Gram Staining - technique used to classify bacteria - based
on presence of lipd outer layer
- All bacteria have peptidoglycan in their cell wall
Gram-positive - bacteria with a large amount of
peptidoglycan
- stain Dark purple
- streptococcus pneumonia
Gram-negative - have a lipid layer and less peptidoglycans
- stain Light Pink
- E. coli and Vibrio choleraie (causes Cholera)

Alexander Fleming (Scottish 1881-1955)
in 1928 - while studying influenza, noticed a mold had
grown in a set of petri dishes being used to study
staphylococci - the mold created a bacteria free circle
around itself
- named this substance Penicillin
Howard Florey (Australian) and Ernst Chain (refugee from Nazi
Germany)
-developed penicillin so that it could be produced as a drug
- by 1940 - mass production of Penicillin

Carl Woese (American 1928)
- recognized Archaea evolved along a separate line from
bacteria

